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Abstract: The objective of this  s tudy was  to examine the effect of oil price shock on output, infla t ion

in s ix important OPEC countries  us ing yearly data from 1970 to 2005. The s tructural vector

autoregress ive method (SVAR) was  employed to analyze the d a t a . A p p ro ximately, the findings  were

conformable to previous  empirical findings  in  o t h e r countries  (oil exporter countries); oil price shock

affect output and inflation in all s ix countries . According our findings , Oil price shocks  carry up

p ric e s  level in Indones ia, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia but diminish it in Iran, Nigeria and Vene zu e la .

Indones ia and Saudi Arabia are more vulnerable than others  to oil price shocks  but for others  supply

s ide fluctuations  are mos t important factor to fluctuations  of economy. Demand s ide shocks  affect only

inflation in the long run and have mos t effect on inflation.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent three decades , a great challenge to policy makers  across  countrie s  (imp o rt e rs  and exporters ) is

the increas ing spate of fluctuations  in oil prices . The price of oil has  witnessed profound fluctuations  s ince

1974. Pers is tent oil shocks  could have severe macroeconomic implications , thus  induc ing challenges  for policy

ma king - fiscal or monetary in both the oil exporting and oil importing countries  over the past thre e  d e c a d e s

(Kim and Loughani, 1992; Taton, 1988; Mork, 1994; Hooker, 1996; Caruth, Hooker and Oswald, 1996; Daniel,

1997; Hamilton, 1996; and Ca s h in  e t  a l 2000). Some of these s tudies  sugges t ris ing oil prices  reduced output

and increased inflation in the 1970s  and early 1980s  and falling oil pric e s  p ro mo ted output and lowered

inflation particularly , in  t h e  importer countries  in the mid-to late 1980s . But in the exporter countries  (but not

all), changing in oil price increased output and reduced inflation at leas t in short run in pas t decades .

The transmiss ion mechanisms  through which oil prices  have impact on real economic activity include both

supply and demand channels . The supply s ide effects  are related to the fact that crude oil is  a  b a s ic input to

production, and consequently an increase in oil price leads  to a rise in production cos ts  that induc e s  firms  to

lower output . But in exporter countries , because of public inves tment (in the mos t exporter countries  revenues

of oil exports  are possessed by government), ris ing in oil prices  have a pos itive effect on real output.

Oil prices  changes  also entail demand-s ide effects  on consumption and inves tment. Consumption is  affected

indirectly through its  pos itive relation with disp osable income. Oil price rises  reduces  the consumers  spending

power. Inves tment ma y  be affected if the oil price shock encourages  producers  to subs titute less  energy

intens ive capital for more energy-intens ive capital. But in exporter countries , inversely, Oil prices  changes  also

entail demand-s ide effects  on consumption  a n d inves tment. Oil price raises  maybe increased the consumers

spending power because of ris ing in imports  as  a result of ris ing in oil exports  revenues . In addition to  p u b lic

inves tment, private Inves tment is  encoura g e d  b y  governmental granted loans . For this  reason, the theoretical

literature has  been of a general equilib riu m nature, with different authors  ass igning different weights  to the

supply and demand channels .

In  t h e  p re sent s tudy, we are going to es timate oil price fluctuations  effects  on fluctuations  in aggre g a t e

economic activity. In a recent s tudy, Bernanke, Gertler, and W atson, (1997), analyzed  t h e  p o s s ib ility that the

1974 economic recess ion in the United States  may have been the consequence of the Federal Reserve’s  policy

response to the inflation triggered by an oil price shock. Mehrara and Oskui (2006) performed this  s tudy about

four exporting countries  and their findings  confirm our findings . However, mos t of the empirical s tudies  carried

out have focused on the oil importing economies , particu larly the developed economies . Few s tudies  exis t yet

on the effect of oil price shock on key macroeconomic variables  for an oil exporting co u n t rie s . This  s tudy

intends  to fill this  gap. Thus  t h e  specific objectives  of this  s tudy are to analyze the impacts  of oil price shock
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on key macroeconomic variables  in exporting countries  and measure the magnitude of such impacts . Therefore,

for this  paper, a s tructural vector autoregress ive (SVAR) model of the s ix OPEC economies  (Indones ia, Iran,

Kuwait, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela) is  used to  e s t ima t io n of oil price shocks  effect on economic

activities .

The Model:

In principle, we cons ider a s imple VAR model as  follow

  (1)

twhere X  is  vector of endogenous  variables . μ, ã and e are vectors  of reduced form coefficients  and dis turbance

terms, respectively. Therefore, it could be viewed as  the reduced form of the dynamic s tructural model,

  (2)

Thus , we can write

where â, á, ã are vectors  of s tructural coefficients , � is  s tructural shocks  a n d  Ù  is  v a riance-covariance matrix

of � (Ó is  too variance-covariance matrix of e ).  

tIn this  paper, X   includes  on three variables  which are inflation  re a l o u t p u t  g rowth and real oil price

growth. W e assume that fluctuations  in economic activities  are  t h e  re sult of two underlying types  of shocks :

oil prices  and supply s ide shocks . In fact, we assume that Oil price and supply shocks  have a permanent effect

on domestic ec o n o my , wh ile domestic shocks  (both supply and demand shocks) have no effect on oil prices

and demand s ide shock h a s  a  t ra n s it o ry effect on domestic economy. Theoretically, pos itive oil price and

internal shocks  increases  t h e  re al output in OPEC members , but oil price is  exogenous  and isn’t influenced

by economic activities  of members .

According  to  Hamilton  (1994),  series  should b e  unit root, so that the vector                   should be 

s tationary. The s tructural VAR model specified in this  section comprises  real world o il p rice, real GDP, real

exchange rate, and real price level. As  sugges ted in the above analys is , these variables  are necessary to identify

four s tructural shocks  cons is ting of oil price, aggregate supply and demand, and monetary shocks . Firs t, let

us  cons ider a s tructural moving average representation of the model:

  (3)

In matrix form, it is :

  (4)

where                    and A is  a 3×3 matrix th a t  d e fin e s  t h e  imp u ls e  re s p o n ses  of endogenous  variables  to

s tructural shocks , d e n o t e d  b y  t he vector                         . It is  assumed that they are serially uncorrelated

a n d orthonormal (white noise), with a variance–covariance matrix normalized to the identity ma t rix.

Specifically, the sys tem of equations  can be written as  follows:

  (5)
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Regarding the effects  of domes tic s hock on the domes tic variables , we make the following assumptions

based on the theory:

•The term of world oil price is  cons idered to evolve exogenous ly  in  t h e  long run as  shown in Eq. (3),

whereas  domes tic variables  are affected by both an external shock and o n e domes tic shock, so that we will

have:

The identifying assumption that dis tinguishes  between the demand and the supply shocks  implies  that the

domestic output level will be determined only by supply s ide factors  (aggregate supply and real oil price

shocks) in the long run (Blanchard & Quah, 1989). The res triction that the nominal shock can have only short-

term effects  on the real variables  is  in line with conventional theory. This  would impose the following

res trictions :

Therefore, we can rewrite the sys tem as :

  (6)

Therefore, we should insert three res trictions  in the equation 5.

Empirical Results:

Data:

The main data source used in this  s tudy is  the IMF’s  International Financial Statis tics  (IFS 2005) a n d BP

statis tics . Annual data for the five main members  of OPEC which includes  on Saudi Arabia, Iran, Indones ia,

Kuwait, Nigeria and Venezu e la , c o v er the sample period from 1970 to 2005. Real GDP growth, inflation and

real oil price (based on 2005) are used to measure changes  in those variables . For each country we use the

firs t difference of the natural logs  of variables  for es timation (in the other words , growth rates ). These variables

cons is t of:

Estimation:

Identification of permanent and trans itory shocks  to series  requires  different techniques depending on the

nature of the data-generating process . Similarly, the types  of transformations  which are necessary to ind uce

s tationarity will vary depending on the s tatis tical properties  of the data. There are import ant differences , for

example, in data with a unit-root process  an d  t h o s e  wit h  a trend-s tationary process . Shocks  to difference-

s tationary processes  permanently sh ift  the trend while shocks  to trend-s tationary processes  have a trans itory

effect as  the effects  diss ipate over time. An integrated s e rie s  is  denoted by I(d), where d is  the number of

differences  required on the level series  t o  e n s u re  t h a t  the new series  is  s tationary or mean reverting, that is ,

it has  a cons tant mean and a finite variance. The s tructural VAR approach requires  that b o t h  t h e  growth rate

variables  follow a s tationary s tochas tic process . The time series  properties  of t h e  v a riables  were inves tigated

us ing the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips -Perron (PP) tes ts  and those we re found that all

variables  are I(1) based on  A DF tes t in 95% s ignificant level(critical value 5% =2.94). Therefore, the firs t

differences  of the variables  are used to ensure s tationary. Table 1 indicates  ADF tes t of series  for all countries .

The firs t s tep in the process  was  to es timate reduced-form VARs for each country in the sample  u s ing the

bivariate sys tems  as  described above. For es t imation of the empirical two-variable VAR, we have used

specification tes ts  such as  Sequential Likelihood ratio, SBIC, AIC and  HQ s tatis tics  to specify number of lags

(appendix 1). All models  have an optimal lag length of one or two. 
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The s tructural shocks  were recove re d  a s  described before section. The his torical decompos ition of the

variable was  cons tructed by setting all the trans itory shocks  to zero and us ing the permanent shocks  to obtain

the permanent changes  in the variable (see appendix 2). 

Empirical Analysis:

In addition to es timating the res tricted s tructural coefficient of VMA of SVAR, it is  beneficial to c o mp a re

the response o f t he economies  to the shocks  in terms  of the magnitude and speed of adjus tment. This  can be

done by looking at the variance deco mp o s it io n and impulse response functions . The larger the s ize of the

shock, the more disruptive its  effects  will be on the e c o n o my . T h is  section presents  the main empirical

evidence on mentioned macroeconomic variables  for the typical OPEC economies , by discuss ing the relative

importance of ext e rn a l (real oil price) and domestic (supply) shocks–summarized by the variance

decompos itions–as  well as  the dynamics  of adjus tment– illus trated by the impulse response functions  (s tructural

decompos ition). 

Structural Impulse Response Function:

In this  section, we es timate accumulated impulse response function of s h ocks . Figures  1 with s ix panel

(a, b, c, d, e and f) show the accumulated impulse response functions  of real output and inflation to a pos itive

one unit oil price and demand shocks . In this  figure, shocks  2 and 3 are demand and re a l o il price shocks ,

respectively.

Output:

Accumulative dynamic effects  of s tructural shocks  on re a l o u t p u t  a re  reported in Figure 1 . An oil price

shock, as  expected, has  a  p o s itive effect on real output in all countries  in the short run and long run, but this

pos itive effect for Kuwait is  changed to negative effect in t h e  lo n g  ru n . Oil price innovations  expand output

permanently in countries . But in Kuwait, an oil price shock has  a tra n s it o ry  e ffect on real output so that this

effect dies  out after 2 years . Furthermore, output expansion is  much larger in Saudi Arabia, Iran and Indones ia,

c o mp a re d  wit h  o t hers . It is  important that in Nigeria and Venezuela oil shocks  explain only a very small part

of the movements  of output.

A pos itiv e  s u p p ly  s h o cks  lead to a long run output expans ion about 7, 10 and 4.5 percentage above

baseline in Iran, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, respectively. In these countries , the adjus tment of output to supply

shocks  can be characterized as  s low, because government inves tment that have mos t share of national

inves tment, is  financed by oil export revenues . Although, in other countries , initially effect of supply shock

is  high, but adjus tment of output to supply shocks  accomplish rapidly. 

Inflation:

Accumulated resp o n s e s  of price index to one s tandard deviation innovation of s tructural shocks  are

presented in Figure 1. The dynamics  of adjus tment of prices  have the expec t e d  s ig n  a n d  cons is tent with the

relative importance of different shocks . In all countries , Nominal shocks  lead to price inc re a s e , and have

inflationary effect while supply s ide shocks  have negative effect on prices  and  le a d  t o  price decrease (except

Iran and Nigeria). So, a supply shock reduces  prices , increases  real production permanen t ly . In  Iran, oil price

shocks  because of increas ing of imports  as  a result of increas ing in oil section revenues , oil price shocks  have

n e gative effect on prices  (recently, it is  diminished by Foreign Exchange Saving Account). Similarly, in Nigeria

and Venezuela oil price shocks  have negat iv e effect on prices . Approximately, in all countries , demand shocks

lead to price increases  in the long run.

In appendix 2, we have es timated long run coefficient o f SVA R models . Based on these models , effect

of oil price changes  on inflation and output growth are s t a t is t ic ally s ignificant for all countries  except Kuwait

and Nigeria, W hile, effect of supply shocks  on inflation are ins ignificant for Venezuela and Nigeria.

Structural Variance Decomposition:

The decompos ition of variance evaluates  the relative importance of each of the s tructural in n o v a t io n s  in

the fluctuations  of the variables  at different time horizons . The information co n t a in e d  in  d ecompos ition of

variance can be equivalently represented by s tructural impulse response functions .
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Fig. 1: Impulse Response Function of Output and Inflation to Shocks
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Fig. 2: Variance Decompos ition of Output and Inflation Fluctuations
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Table 1: ADF test of series

Country Name Series ADF stat. Country Name Series ADF stat.

Indonesia G -2.64 Nigeria G -3.75

INF -77.72 INF -3.73

Iran G -3.69 Saudi Arabia G -3.82

INF -4.96 INF -4.55

Kuwait G -4.33 Venezuela G -3.87

INF -5.68 INF -4.48

Oil Price -4.56 - - -

Appendix  1: Specification statistics for VAR model

Countries Lag Log L LR FPE AIC SC HQ

Indonesia 0 67.92814 NA 3.92E-06 -3.935039 -3.798993 -3.889264

1 85.25458   30.45252* 2.38E-06 -4.439671  -3.895487*  -4.256570*

2 94.97654 15.31945   2.31e-06*  -4.483426* -3.531103 -4.162999

3 99.33233 6.071716 3.19E-06 -4.201959 -2.841498 -3.744206

Iran 0 48.56807 NA 1.27E-05 -2.761701 -2.23556 -2.596643

1 57.86578 16.34144 1.25E-05 -2.779744  -2.625655*  -2.715926*

2 65.71465 12.36791 1.36E-05 -2.709979 -1.757656 -2.389551

3 79.37855   19.04665*   1.07e-05*  -2.992639* -1.632178 -2.534885

Kuwait 0 51.06209 NA 1.09E-05 -2.912854 -2.240034 -2.601117

1 57.93961 12.08777 1.24E-05 -2.784219  -2.776808*  -2.867078*

2 64.68756 10.63313 1.45E-05 -2.647731 -1.695408 -2.327303

3 79.67069   20.88558*   1.05e-05*  -3.010345* -1.649884 -2.552591

Nigeria 0 206.9351 NA 9.51E-10 -12.26363 -11.71945 -12.08053

1 214.35 13.03219   8.61e-10*  -12.35970*  -12.22366*  -12.31393*

2 220.5199 9.722313 1.15E-09 -12.09211 -11.13979 -11.77169

3 233.336   17.86481* 9.47E-10 -12.32339 -10.96293 -11.86564

Saudi Arabia 0 71.83838 NA 3.10E-06 -4.172023 -4.035977 -4.126247

1 102.1536 53.28134 8.54E-07 -5.463856 -4.919671 -5.280754

2 120.1864 28.41532 5.02E-07 -6.011299  -5.058976* -5.690871

3 134.094   19.38636*   3.88e-07*  -6.308729* -4.948268  -5.850975*

Venezuela 0 32.07551 NA 3.45E-05 -1.762152  -1.626106* -1.716377

1 44.2829   21.45541*   2.85e-05*  -1.956540* -1.412355  -1.773438*

2 51.85334 11.92917 3.16E-05 -1.869899 -0.917576 -1.549471

3 59.20316 10.2452 3.63E-05 -1.769888 -0.409427 -1.312134

Appendix (2): Structural VAR Estimations:

2.a Long-Run Response Pattern:

C(1) C(2) C(4)

0 C(3) C(5)

0 0 C(6)

2.b Estimation of Restricted Coefficients:

Country - Coefficient Std. Error z-Stat Prob.  Country - Coefficient Std. Error z-Stat Prob.

Name Name

Indonesia C(1) 5.8739 0.7123 8.2462 0.0000 C(1) 0.0025 0.0003 8.3666 0.0000

C(2) -5.5396 1.2108 -4.5751 0.0000 C(2) 0.0006 0.0004 1.3461 0.1783

C(3) 0.0506 0.0061 8.2462 0.0000 Nigeria C(3) 0.0501 0.0060 8.3666 0.0000

C(4) -10.8875 1.9133 -5.6906 0.0000 C(4) -0.0006 0.0004 -1.4443 0.1487

C(5) -0.0335 0.0096 -3.4981 0.0005 C(5) 0.0087 0.0085 1.0214 0.3070

C(6) -0.5600 0.0679 -8.2462 0.0000 C(6) 0.4722 0.0564 8.3666 0.0000

Iran C(1) 0.0892 0.0110 8.1240 0.0000 C(1) 0.0629 0.0077 8.1240 0.0000

C(2) 0.0938 0.0194 4.8465 0.0000 C(2) 0.0610 0.0133 4.5903 0.0000

C(3) 0.1097 0.0135 8.1240 0.0000 Saudi C(3) 0.0492 0.0061 8.1240 0.0000

C(4) -0.1090 0.0262 -4.1550 0.0000 Arabia C(4) 0.0501 0.0165 3.0433 0.0023

C(5) 0.0699 0.0209 3.3365 0.0008 C(5) 0.0503 0.0106 4.7640 0.0000

C(6) 0.6312 0.0777 8.1240 0.0000 C(6) 0.2743 0.0338 8.1240 0.0000

Kuwait C(1) 0.0345 0.0042 8.1240 0.0000 C(1) 0.4639 0.0554 8.3666 0.0000

C(2) -0.0314 0.0071 -4.3939 0.0000 C(2) -0.0653 0.0788 -0.8283 0.4075

C(3) 0.0824 0.0101 8.1240 0.0000 Venezuela C(3) 0.0548 0.0065 8.3666 0.0000

C(4) 0.0021 0.0081 0.2589 0.7957 C(4) -0.2586 0.0850 -3.0417 0.0024

C(5) -0.0149 0.0145 -1.0286 0.3037 C(5) 0.0256 0.0098 2.6221 0.0087

C(6) 0.3939 0.0485 8.1240 0.0000 C(6) 0.5082 0.0607 8.3666 0.0000

Output:

T h e  s tructural variance decompos ition for real GDP growth in all panels  indicate that output fluctuat io n s

in Indones ia and Saudi Arabia economies  are mos tly due to oil price shocks , implying that these two countries

are so vulnerable to external shocks . In the firs t  year, oil price shocks  explain about 67.5% of output
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fluctuation s  in  Indones ia, then decreasing to less  than 36% after 2 years . Effect of oil price shock depreciates

after 8 periods .  In Saudi Arabia, oil innovations  explain about 49% of output movements  in the in firs t period.

In the long run, oil innovations  are the mos t imp o rt a nt sources  of output fluctuations  in Indones ia and Saudi

Arabia. 

Su p p ly  s ide shocks  are the main source of output fluctuations  in Iran, Kuwait, Nigeria and Vene zu e la

where about 83%, 82%, 87% and 85% of the variance of output is  due to these shocks  in long term,

re s p e c t ively. So, oil price shocks  explain a relatively small portion of the movements  of long-run output in

these countries , bein g about 11.6%, 3.4%, 6.5% and 0.05% of output fluctuations  in long run. These results

show the relatively succ e s s fu l experience of these countries  in use of s tabilization and saving funds  (such as

Foreign Exchange Saving Account in Iran) with a s ignificant impact on mitigating volatility. W hereas , in the

long run, Supply s ide innovations  are the mos t importa n t sources  of output fluctuations  in al countries  except

Indones ia and Saudi Arabia. 

Inflation:

The forecas t  e rror variance decompos itions  for inflation in all countries  except Indones ia indicate that the

nominal shocks  play important role in price fluctuations  in these countries , at leas t in the short run, and explain

more than 45% of inflation movements . But, mo s t supply fluctuation share of inflation fluctuation is  related

to Indones ia about 46%. In the long run, for all countries  except Saudi Arabia and Indones ia, this  share is  less

than 30%. Despite the short run, Supply fluctuation share increase in  t h e  lo ng run for Iran and Saudi Arabia.

For Nigeria, demand s ide shocks  have mos t effect on inflation fluctuation about 85% in the long run. Long-run

move me n t s  in inflation are mos tly due to oil price shock in Kuwait, Iran, Indones ia and Venezuela. Note is

t h a t  t h is  effect increase in the long run for these countries . But prices  movements  in Saudi Arabia are mos tly

determined by supply shocks  in the long run.

Conclusion:

T h is  s t u d y  is  on the sources  of demand and supply fluctuations  in s ix OPEC countries ; Indones ia, Ira n ,

Kuwait, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela. To identify the sources  of bus iness  cycles , we use the  u s u al

lo n g -run res trictions  that cons train the effects  of aggregate demand and nominal shocks  on the leve l o f re a l

output. In Indones ia (in short run) and Saudi Arabia (both in short run and long run), external shocks  p la y an

important role in explaining the fluctuations  of real output so that the real output is  vulnerable to the variation

of oil sector. Based on our fin dings , in the long run, oil price shocks  effect on real GDP growth is  pos itive

for all countries  except Kuwait. In Kuwait this  effect is  pos itive in short run but negative in long run. 

Supply s ide shocks  have a pos itive effect on real GDP growth in all countries  and for Iran, Kuwait and

Saudi Arabia; this  effect is  more permanent than others  in long run. In all countries , demand s ide shocks  have

more pos itive and permanent effect on inflation fluctuations  than supply s ide shocks . Oil price  s h o c ks  c a rry

up prices  level in Indones ia, Ku wait and Saudi Arabia but diminish it in Iran, Nigeria and Venezuela. By

variance decompos ition of shocks , Indo n e s ia and Saudi Arabia are more vulnerable than others  to oil price

shocks  but for others  supply s ide fluctuations  are mos t important factor to fluctuations  of economy.
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